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Foreword 

With every year the smartphone becomes yet more ubiquitous and pervasive: 76 per cent of adults in 
the UK now have one, up six percentage points from last year. 32 million smartphones – one for every 
other person in the country – are forecast to ship this year. Collectively UK consumers glance at their 
smartphones over a billion times every day. 

But the most fascinating aspect of the adoption of the smartphone is the extent to which it has become 
not just our primary access to digital, but an ever more comprehensive and capable remote control 
for life. 

As we head home on a typical British autumnal day on a bus stuck in rush hour traffic and with rain 
streaking the windows, we can use our smartphones to look up the forecast for the weekend (grim) 
and contrast this with the outlook for a Mediterranean city (great). An algorithm could serve us an ad 
on our phones offering last minute flights to that destination for that weekend, payment for which we 
could authorise with a fingerprint. 

As our current wardrobe may predominantly consist of wet-weather gear, we could browse for shorts 
and T-shirts from our favourite retailer, then select to have this delivered to a click-and-collect locker 
the following day, using a code sent to the smartphone. 

To celebrate the trip we could agree to go for a meal with our partner using instant messaging (IM), 
and reserve a table via an app. 

We could get directions to the eatery via our smartphone, or abandon the bus and use an app to locate 
and summon a taxi. The same device could display an estimated time of arrival, rate a driver, make 
a payment and receive a receipt.

At the restaurant, our phone can show the menu, order the food, post a photo of each course to 
a social network, and at the end of the meal, pay the bill. 

And at no time, from bus to bill, would we have had to utter a word. 

We hope you enjoy this year’s Deloitte mobile consumer survey, UK edition, whose 4,000 respondents 
are part of a 30 country review of mobile usage spanning 49,000 respondents. 

 
Ed Marsden Paul Lee
UK Head of Telecommunications Head of Technology, Media & Telecommunications Research 
Deloitte LLP Deloitte LLP
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The modern, touchscreen-based smartphone is a mere eight years 
old and is more embedded in our lives than ever.

For tens of millions of UK consumers, it has become the most personal, most 
coveted of companions, rarely leaving our side. It has become essential: it 
accompanies and participates in many of our daily rituals; it is the conduit for 
and the catalogue of our conversations.1 Collectively, UK consumers look at their 
smartphones over a billion times a day.2 

Every couple of years, as our smartphones become sluggish and increasingly lack 
the energy to make it through the day, we trade up for a younger, sleeker, more 
powerful model, which we convince ourselves we got for free. In the UK, more 
than 32 million smartphones are purchased every year; a further six million are 
handed down.3

Most UK consumers use their smartphones at every opportunity. Two-thirds of 
smartphone owners use their devices while on public transport; 60 per cent while 
at work and almost half while meeting a friend (see Figure 1). For younger age 
groups, usage intensity is higher still: 80 per cent of 18-24 year-olds use their 
devices on public transport; a fifth when crossing the road. 

The smartphone is our companion on special occasions. Almost a third of us (and 
43 per cent of 18-24 year-olds) use our phones while eating in a restaurant. At the 
theatre, as the curtain descends for the interval, smartphones light up as we check 
on distant friends – prior to chatting to adjacent ones. At sports days and prize-
giving ceremonies, some parents choose to observe their children via the miniscule 
prism of a smartphone screen, trading a full-screen view for digitised posterity. 
Holidays of a lifetime are captured and communicated by smartphones in real-time 
in words, photos and, increasingly, videos.

Britain, distracted
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Figure 1. Usage of smartphones while doing other activities 
Question. How often, if at all, do you use your smartphone while doing the following? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Driving

Crossing the road

In a business meeting

Eating in a restaurant

Eating at home

Talking to family/friends

Meeting friends

Spending leisure time

Walking

While out shopping

Watching TV

While at work

Using public transport

Note: Respondents for whom a particular activity does not apply have been excluded from this analysis 
(e.g. respondents who do not work have not been asked if they use their phone in a business meeting).
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039) 
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015

Almost always

Never Don’t know

Very often Sometimes/occasionally

Not often Hardly ever
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One in ten smartphone owners reaches for his or her device immediately upon 
waking (and not just to turn the alarm off), and within 15 minutes, 55 per cent 
have done so (see Figure 2). Almost half of 18-24 year-olds, but only 16 per cent 
of 65-75 year-olds, check their smartphones within five minutes of waking. Upon 
waking, we reach for our devices to see who has communicated with us, looking 
principally for texts, emails and social network updates. The ritual is repeated at 
bedtime: more than a quarter check their smartphone within five minutes before 
turning off the light (see Figure 2).

Note: Respondents who answered “Don’t know” have been excluded from this analysis
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015

Immediately Within 5 minutes Within 15 minutes

Within an hour Within three hours

Within 30 minutes

Figure 2. Interval between waking up and looking at smartphones and between preparing to sleep and looking
at smartphones 
Question. Typically how long is the interval between waking up and looking at your phone for the first time 
(not including turning off your phone’s alarm clock)? 

10%

28%

45%

61%

79%

91%

12%

35%

55%

71%

88%

95%

Question. At the end of the day, typically how long is the interval between looking at your phone for the last time 
and preparing to sleep? 
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Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015

Figure 3. Frequency of looking at smartphone on a daily basis
Question. How many times would you estimate you look at your smartphone in a day?    

46%
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know
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18-24 55+All
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10%
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UK consumers look at their smartphones 400 billion times a year with the most 
frequent glancing undertaken by younger age groups (see Figure 3). While the 
cost of a handset worth £700 owned for two years is approximately £1 a day, for 
the sixth of smartphone owners who look at their devices 50 times or more a day, 
the cost per glance is a mere two pence. And that is before allowing for trade-in 
value.
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Historically, people often reach for their phones reactively, for example when 
alerted to an incoming message or call. But increasingly, they are checking their 
phones unprompted, to see whether any messages or updates have arrived since 
the last glance, or to seek out information. Thirty per cent do this “very often” or 
“almost always”, with almost half of 18-24 year-olds doing this (see Figure 4).

All 18-24 55+

Figure 4. Unprompted checking of smartphones 
Question. Thinking about a typical day, how often, if at all, do you tend to check your smartphone without being 
prompted by a notification?

Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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More UK consumers are subject to distraction by a smartphone as penetration 
continues to rise. As of May 2015, 76 per cent of UK adults had one, a six 
percentage point increase on the prior year and 14 percentage points higher  
than two years ago. 
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2012 2013 2014 2015

Figure 5. Laptop, smartphone and tablet ownership among UK adults, 2012-15
Question. Which, if any, of the following devices do you own or have ready access to?

Weighted base (2012/2013/2014/2015): All respondents (2,060/4,020/4,000/4,000)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2012, May 2013, May 2014, May-Jun 2015
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However, rising ownership of smartphones has not caused the abandonment of 
other devices (see Figure 5). Laptops, for example, have maintained a penetration 
rate close to 80 per cent. Tablet penetration has continued to increase, reaching 
60 per cent this year. This accumulation of devices should not surprise: each 
is optimised for a different task and each is its own bundle of compromises. 
There are good reasons why we would, for example, keep our laptops (for their 
keyboard, power and screen) or buy more tablets (for their larger screen and 
lower price). 
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While penetration rates may either be maintained or rise, the usage profile of 
each device is changing. The utility of smartphones is deepening as it consolidates 
its role as the portable – and increasingly central – portal to a widening range 
of aspects of our lives, from ordering takeaways to capturing memories, from 
communicating with our colleagues to making bank transfers to keeping abreast 
of world news. 

In recent years, the smartphone has assumed the mantle of the general purpose 
digital tool that the PC had a decade back. While a PC may have been shared by  
a household, the smartphone is personal; the laptop can be carried, but cannot 
be slipped into a pocket or purse. Over time, the smartphone’s usage may become 
more general, while the PC’s may become increasingly specialised. 

A decade ago, the PC was the default to every digital interaction and played a 
central role in delivering the online revolution. Computers relieved us, for example, 
of the need to meet or call a travel agent to book a flight. They allowed us to 
check-in for a flight and choose a seat. But now the smartphone can do most of 
this, and can do it better. It is the boarding pass. It nudges us to head for the gate. 

PCs have long been used to book a restaurant. But now a smartphone can easily 
do this, and also direct us, turn by turn, to the location. At the restaurant, the 
smartphone can become the menu, and the till too, saving us the time to request, 
check and pay the bill.4 

The smartphone revolution is not yet ten years old, and its work is certainly 
not done. Imminent device and connectivity innovations should tempt us into 
becoming yet more reliant on, wedded to and distracted by our smartphones. 

Data speeds should continue to increase, thanks to greater 4G network roll-out, 
upgrades to the more rapid LTE-Advanced and faster WiFi networks. New services, 
such as Voice over LTE (VoLTE), and emerging apps, such as Periscope, will enrich 
our communication options. Smartphone photography should get better, too, 
bolstered by better lenses and software. Falling prices for solid state memory will 
encourage us to store more of our digital baggage, in the forms of conversations, 
photos and videos.5 Advances in glass technology should make screens more 
responsive and more resilient. There is plenty to look forward to – and there is 
ample further distraction. 
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Bottom line
The cellular network is core to the appeal of the smartphone.  
The more the network develops, in terms of reach, reliability and 
speed, the more useful devices can become. For example, as shown 
in Figure 6, those on faster networks (4G) are more likely to use their 
phones while on public transport. Higher speeds enable a smartphone 
to be used more diversely and make existing applications more 
enjoyable. Fast networks make mobile commerce pages a pleasure  
to flick through, rather than a stream of ‘waiting for network’ notices, 
and can enable photos to upload to a social network in an instant. 
Uninterrupted and fast internet connectivity will continue to be a core 
differentiator for network operators. 

Current 4G network performance is now double that of 3G and 
over 250 times faster than GSM networks’ top speed of 58 Kbit/s.6 
This increment in performance may appear excessive; arguably 
users should be content with 3G. But consumer response suggests 
otherwise: in the year to May 2015, the proportion of 4G customers 
leapt from eight to 25 per cent. 

Suppliers should always remember that the smartphone is at core a 
communications tool. Mainstream consumers are likely to use higher 
speed to communicate more, and more richly. Two years ago, when 
just three per cent of respondents had 4G, the most common used 
application was watching video. Last year, when eight per cent had 
4G, this fell to seventh, and this year, with a quarter of respondents 
having 4G, it fell further, to eighth. Two of the three more frequently 
used applications this year were communication tools: email and 
social networks.
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4G owners Non-4G owners

Figure 6. Impact of faster networks on usage of smartphones while on public transport, by 4G ownership
Question. How often, if at all, do you use your smartphone while doing the following (using public transport)?

Note: Respondents who do not use public transport have been excluded from this analysis
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Every fortnight 1,230,000 new smartphones are sold in the UK.  
By the end of 2015, 32 million will have shipped.7 

The smartphone is the most successful consumer electronics device ever. While 
televisions and radios may have higher reach in the UK, with over 90 per cent of 
people in the UK having access to either, the smartphone sells in much greater 
volumes. Globally, it outsells all tablets, PCs, televisions and video games consoles 
combined, from the perspective of either value or unit.8 

Its market performance is due to two main factors: its life cycle is the shortest of 
any device, and it is typically owned by individuals rather than shared.9 A family of 
four may share a television; a smartphone typically has one owner. 

With the smartphone market being so valuable – £250 billion revenues forecast 
for 2015 globally – it enjoys the most innovation and iteration of all consumer 
electronics devices, not just in terms of technical specifications (processor speed, 
connectivity rate, memory size), but also in terms of materials used (glass, metals, 
premium plastics) and components (lens, accelerometers, gyroscopes).10 The pace 
of improvement in smartphones drives the urge to upgrade. The resulting sales 
volumes encourage innovation, and so the cycle continues.

But what is the fate of the abandoned units? A decade back, when we were still 
in a voice-centric, candy-bar or clam-shaped era of mobile telephony, many old 
phones were simply consigned to drawers.11 

In 2007, when the first iPhone device launched, the average trade-in value of 
phones was £20.12 13 By 2013, at which point 62 per cent of UK adults had a 
smartphone, the average had reached £108.14 Currently, the latest premium 
smartphones have a trade-in value of close to £400.15 The rising residual value of 
some smartphone models has increased the likelihood of a second life for these 
devices. Deloitte estimates in the year to May 2015 about 40 per cent of second-
hand smartphones, or almost 13 million units, were either traded-in or handed 
down, and would therefore continue in use with a new owner (see Figure 7). 

Smartphones, reincarnated
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The volume of devices traded-in or sold has increased steadily over recent years.  
In 2013, about 5.4 million phones were recycled.16 Last year the volume rose to  
6.7 million.17 This year, if there is a similar level of growth, about seven million 
phones, mostly smartphones, would be traded-in with an aggregate value of 
about £900 million. 

Figure 7. Second life of smartphones
Question. What did you do with your previous mobile phone when you last upgraded?
    

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Other/don't know

Lost it

Disposed of it/threw it away

Sold it/traded it in for a new phone
to the device manufacturer

Sold it/traded it in for a new phone
to the mobile operator

Sold it to a retail shop for cash

Sold it online

Gave/sold it to a family member
or friend

Kept it as a spare

Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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There are multiple drivers for handing smartphones down. Some teens may prefer 
a second-hand premium model to a brand-new budget device. Some parents, 
whose new smartphone is on the same operating system as the one they are 
donating, may welcome features such as the ability to track their kids’ location,  
or to share content. Savvy children may urge their parents to upgrade their 
handset in the hope that they would in turn benefit from an upgraded hand-me-
down. As for older generations, in our survey about 11 per cent of 65-75 year-olds 
had “used phones from a family member or friend”, the highest proportion among 
all age groups surveyed (see Figure 8).18 This demographic may currently be less 
demanding of their smartphones so a hand-me-down phone may be sufficient.

New Used from family member or friend Used from a shop or website

Figure 8. Proportion of new or used smartphones, by age group
Question. When you got your smartphone, was it new or used? 

Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Deloitte expects the volume of sales and trade-ins to continue rising, as the  
range of options for both continues to expand. There are currently more than  
50 registered phone recycling companies.19 Increasingly trade-ins are being offered 
at the point of sale, removing the need for the individual to handle a sale separate 
to the purchase of the new smartphone. Similarly, phone recycling companies may 
offer incentives to upgrade to a new phone via preferred partners.20

Bottom line
The second life of smartphones is likely to become an increasingly 
important dynamic in the mobile sector. 

For consumers, a second-hand phone will be an opportunity to 
own a high-end device that they could not otherwise afford. While 
smartphone vendors will not receive any revenue from the device sale, 
they will get potential customers for new smartphones when it comes 
to the next replacement cycle. Even if these consumers might never be 
able to afford a brand new high-end device, they may still embrace, 
and potentially pay for, the services and apps offered. 

Smartphone vendors may start marketing the potential future trade-in 
value of their models, similar to practises in the car industry. In recent 
years, variation in depreciation rates by smartphone model has been 
significant: some lost over 80 per cent of their value in 2013.21 Some 
vendors may want to encourage customers to replace their phone 
annually, rather than biennially. New entrants to the market may have 
to offer guaranteed trade-in values. 

Network operators could offer superior trade-in rates and simple 
trade-in procedures to lure users from other networks, or to 
encourage contract extensions. Operators could increase their offer 
of refurbished premium phones. Customers on tight budgets with a 
refurbished premium device may generate more network traffic and 
opt for a large monthly data bundle, than those with a brand new 
mid-range or budget device.
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Companies specialising in acquiring second-hand phones are likely to 
have to compete ever harder to acquire second-hand phones. Most 
phones sold to specialist vendors will end up abroad, in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, Latin America or Asia. Vendors will need to understand 
how varying economic environments may affect demand. In some 
countries, people may opt for a high-specification unbranded phone 
instead of prior generation premium handset. 

Manufacturers and operating system (OS) developers should remain 
aware of possibly extending lifetimes of hardware. OS updates may 
render older but still in-use phones unusable. 

Companies purchasing smartphones for their staff should evaluate 
how long they should own their phones to optimise the total cost of 
ownership. It could be that replacing (and trading in phones) after 
two years is more financially attractive than keeping them for three, 
for example. 
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Voice, revitalised

The original premise of the smartphone was that it would enable 
voice and data communications via one device.

The Nokia Communicator, launched in 1996, was the first smartphone designed 
and marketed as a multi-function phone that could handle emails, documents 
and spreadsheets, as well as make calls. And, for the first 15 years, this is how 
smartphones were mostly used. 

In the last decade the data capabilities of smartphones have steadily ratcheted 
up; in the form of bigger screens, faster connectivity, more powerful processors, 
superior camera or improved graphics capabilities. Voice capability, by contrast, 
has improved only marginally. 

The rise of the ‘data-exclusives’ 
In recent years there have been two contrasting trends with voice. The first is that 
mobile voice volumes have increased, by four per cent between 2012 and 2014.22 
This has likely been due to rising take-up of unlimited voice packages, an increase 
in voice minute allowances, ongoing substitution of fixed to mobile calling as well 
as an increase in the UK population. 

Between 2012 and 2015, most smartphone owners’ usage patterns have become 
more data-centric, with time spent on non-voice activity almost trebling to 
90 minutes per day.23 

Just three years ago almost all smartphone owners made at least one call per 
week. Three years on 25 per cent of smartphone users have become data-
exclusive, in a given week. What may have been happening is a polarisation in the 
usage of voice on mobile: some users are increasing their voice call volumes; at the 
other end of the scale a growing proportion are not using voice at all. 
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Figure 9 shows how voice usage has steadily become less prevalent since 2012, 
while over the same period most forms of data communication, such as IM 
(instant messaging), social networks and even the now ‘old school’ email, have 
become more widespread. Even the text message, a relatively simple form of 
data communication, remains widely used, although in declining volumes. If this 
decline were to maintain the same pace, almost half of smartphone owners would 
not be making traditional voice calls weekly by mid-2018. 

Figure 9. Weekly use of standard voice calls
Question. In the last seven days, in which of the following ways did you use your smartphone to communicate 
with others (Standard voice calls)?

Weighted base (2012/2013/2014/2015): Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone 
(1,005/2,382/2,802/3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2012, May-Jun 2013, May 2014, May-Jun 2015
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A key catalyst for the fall in the proportion of people making voice calls using 
their smartphones has been the proliferation in options to communicate without 
speaking. Phone conversations with friends and family, for example, have been 
supplanted to an extent by social networks, which offer multiple enhancements 
to a standard conversation, from the ability to broadcast to friends and family, to 
append photos, videos and hyperlinks. Social networks, IM, email and other forms 
of messaging also offer control over when to respond; voice conversation obliges 
a real-time response. 

It is not just private conversations that are being usurped. An app can replace the 
calls we would have formerly made to order a take-away, request a taxi, book an 
appointment or make a bank transfer. 

The demographic with the largest proportion of data-exclusives are 18-24 year-
olds. Currently 29 per cent of 18-24 year old smartphone owners do not make 
phone calls on a weekly basis, compared to the average for adults of 25 per cent. 
In future this proportion may rise further as teens and pre-teens are being weaned 
on messaging. Children may be given a touch-screen MP3 player or a WiFi 
tablet, which can readily be used for messaging, apps and other types of data 
functionality, but will not have a cellular modem, thus no native voice capability. 
As children progress to their first smartphone, they may not be provided with a 
voice and data package so as to control costs, and so this device may be used 
exclusively over WiFi, constraining usage to data applications. By the time a teen 
has the funds to pay for a regular package that includes voice calls, he or she 
could be so accustomed to messaging that they forego voice calls. 

So, is it game over for voice? 
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Voice, but not as we knew it 
We expect usage of standard voice calls in the form of circuit-based calls to 
diminish steadily in popularity over time. But spoken conversations are very 
unlikely to disappear from smartphones, rather they will migrate to apps and also 
new forms of operator-managed voice services. 

Currently the majority of (and historically all) voice calls made from mobile phones 
have been carried over a dedicated part of a mobile network, with quality levels 
managed by operators. The emergence of data capability enabled an alternative 
approach to making a call. Rather than conveying a call via the dedicated 
voice portion of the network, it could now be converted into data packets and 
transmitted over the data network (WiFi or cellular). Using this approach, known 
as Voice over IP (VoIP), the voice call would be just another service using the data 
network. 

In the last year, there has been a surge in VoIP usage, particularly among younger 
age groups. In this year’s survey, 14 per cent of smartphone users used VoIP 
services. This compares to five per cent in 2014, and three per cent in 2012.24 
The main types of VoIP services are apps from Over-the-top (OTT) providers and 
mobile operators. VoIP calls have the advantage of being zero marginal cost for 
consumers if made over a WiFi network or on an unlimited cellular data package 
(operators tend to decrement minutes from the voice allowance). The downside 
is that the quality can be variable, as data calls are handled using a ‘best efforts’ 
approach. The voice call might get dropped if someone on the same WiFi network 
starts downloading a large video file. A traditional mobile voice call is carried by a 
dedicated part of the network and is monitored to reduce the likelihood of the call 
being dropped.

Over time we expect that a growing proportion of calls will be carried over the 
existing VoIP apps and also via two emerging voice services, called Voice over WiFi 
(VoWiFi) and Voice over LTE (VoLTE).
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VoWiFi, also known as WiFi calling is equivalent to VoIP apps with two major 
differences. One is that calls are placed from the phone’s ‘native’ dialler – the 
same user interface that is used to make a regular mobile call, but the call is 
carried over the WiFi network. This means that users do not need to open 
an app to place a call. The second is that the operator is able to manage 
elements of the call, and as a result the call quality may be superior to a VoIP 
call, which is treated by the network as any data application. 

VoLTE is a voice service that has been invented specifically for LTE (4G) 
networks. It incorporates quality of service management, better voice call 
quality, better audio fidelity, faster call connection, fewer dropped calls, the 
ability to switch from a voice call to a video call, data connection while being 
on a call.

We expect VoLTE users in the UK to become advocates rapidly. Users will upgrade 
voice calls to video whenever images rather than words provide a faster, or richer 
description. The appeal of video streaming apps such as Periscope demonstrates 
the allure of explaining just by showing. Talking and being online will help in little 
but important ways, for example guiding someone to their destination while 
looking at a map. Higher quality voice calls can best be appreciated by going back 
to standard voice quality. 

VoLTE services are expected to be launched over the next 12 months in the UK.25 
The service will be available to the minority of people in the UK who have 
compatible handsets and are in 4G range and have a 4G contract. And of course 
you would need to be calling someone who meets the same requirements. 
While the proportion of VoLTE calls will remain small over the next year, we expect 
it to grow steadily over time. 
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Bottom line
Voice calls are likely to have a declining share of the increasing time 
we spend on our smartphones. However voice remains important, 
and services such as OTT VoIP apps make smartphone calls possible in 
locations where cellular networks do not reach. Furthermore, cheap 
or free international calls, and free roaming calls are now possible. 

While this is beneficial for consumers, OTT VoIP may impact 
operators’ bottom line in the long term. However, VoLTE could offset 
a potential decline in revenue, even if consumers do not end up 
paying more for VoLTE services. Cost savings from being able to carry 
more calls, from managing a rationalised network and potentially a 
single billing system (if VoLTE calls are to be treated as data usage) 
should be considered by operators. At the same time, VoLTE may 
become a differentiator. However, in the short term, resources will 
need to be invested in making call handover smoother.27 

That said, operators should choose carefully when to launch VoLTE. 
If an operator were too launch too early in any regard, for example 
with too little of the market covered by 4G, users may quickly give up 
trying to use the new functionality. 

We also expect VoLTE calls to co-exist with VoIP and standard voice calls, but each 
will have different trajectories: historically, consumers have tended to amass a 
growing array of communication tools and dropped few. IM has not catalysed the 
disappearance of email or text messaging. The rise of ephemeral IM apps, with 
Snapchat being the best known, has not led to the demise of sites that record 
every comment. 

Over the next 12 months consumers should start to experience voice, revitalised.26 
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Deploying VoLTE is a tremendous technological feat, and operators 
should be proud of what their network teams achieve. However, 
the engineering complexity of launch service should be hidden from 
consumers. Operators will need to delineate clearly between the 
multiple similar (but different) voice services now available, and 
for example, explain in clear terms how VoLTE’s quality of service 
differentiates it from OTT VoIP, which can, in the right conditions, 
offer similar audio quality. 

Operators should determine how best to charge for VoLTE. Should 
it be charged at a premium to standard voice, should usage just be 
deducted from a data allowance, or should it decrement the existing 
voice calls allowance? Should VoLTE be charged for by operators that 
have waived voice roaming fees? How should VoWiFi calls that are 
managed by the carrier be charged for? Should VoLTE calls that start 
as voice but get switched to video over 4G incur a premium?28 

For VoLTE to be truly successful, both handset manufacturers and 
network operators should make their APIs (Application Program 
Interface) available to third-party application developers. VoLTE’s 
carrier-grade reliability could be particularly beneficial for applications 
in industries where low latency and high reliability, such as 
telemedicine or connected cars, are required. 

All companies that currently reach their customers partially via mobile 
should consider how VoLTE could enable them to enhance their 
service. For example, can VoLTE enable technical support to become 
a multimedia service, with the phone’s camera enabling remote visual 
inspection of a new boiler? Can remote medical diagnoses be handled 
by integrated voice and data functionality? 
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More than 80 per cent of adults have some form of broadband connection.29 
Only two categories of connected device – televisions and games consoles are 
owned by more than ten per cent of the UK population. Penetration levels of 
smart thermostats, lighting systems, home appliances, surveillance systems, 
watches, fitness bands and connected cars are all four per cent or lower. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes a vision where every object – from spin 
dryers to dog collars to traffic lights – is connected, enabling, potentially, an 
explosion of value creation similar to that experienced by our internet-enabled 
selves.30 

IoT may appear a recent phenomenon, but it has actually been a work in progress 
for decades. The first ‘intelligent’ vending machine, which communicated stock 
levels enabling smarter restocking of its soft drinks, went live 33 years ago.31  
The first fitness tracking smartwatches went on sale 24 years ago.32 Connected  
car systems, enabling navigation and emergency services assistance, first launched  
19 years ago.33 The first connected fridge went on sale 14 years ago.34 
Conferences heralding the year of IoT have been held perennially for dozens  
of years. 

As with most technologies, predicting their occurrence is the easy part; the 
challenge is determining when. Arguably that ‘when’ should be soon. In recent 
years the momentum behind IoT has surged, with significant progression in IoT’s 
fundamental enablers, such as connectivity, addressing conventions and user 
interfaces. 

The faster and easier devices can be connected to the internet, the swifter 
adoption can be. Twenty years ago, when the first IoT consumer solutions were 
conceived, internet connectivity was typically wired and delivered via a telephone 
call. Today, in addition to cellular mobile speeds which are 1,000 times faster than 
those possible with GSM, there is extensive short-range wireless network coverage 
from WiFi and Bluetooth. Over three billion products with Bluetooth are shipped 
every year.35 

Things, unconnected 

Most Britons today are connected. However, the vast majority  
of their things are not, yet. 
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Both WiFi and Bluetooth have iterated constantly, improving in terms of speed, 
cost and power consumption. The latest WiFi standard, 802.11ac, offers speeds  
of 1.3 Gbit/s, sufficient to deliver very high resolution video, and three times faster 
than the prior standard, 802.11n.36 The latest Bluetooth standard, 4.2, offers 
transfer speeds 2.5 times greater than with previous versions.37 

A further major advance of recent years is the launch of a new naming protocol 
for internet connected devices. If IoT is to attain its potential, that is to connect 
tens of billions of objects around the world, each of these items has to have a 
unique ‘name’. Every laptop, smartphone or tablet, for example, is assigned a 
unique name, known as an Internet Protocol (IP) address. The first publicly used 
naming convention (known as IP version 4) allowed for 4.3 billion addresses. This 
was plenty in an era in which the ambition was to put a personal computer into 
every home in the developed world, but subscale in a possible future in which 
all the world’s 12 billion light bulbs are connected to the web. The emerging 
convention (known as IP version 6) with a total pool of 2128 addresses, offers 
46 octillion (effectively limitless) IP addresses for every person.38 

A further enabler of IoT has been the availability of a ubiquitous, high resolution, 
easily updatable user interface that can control connected devices – the 
smartphone app. The high (76 per cent) penetration of smartphones means that 
we already own the remote control for all these connected things. Furthermore, 
what should really boost the potential for IoT is the fact that there are now 
legions of developers that have growing experience and capability in designing 
simple, attractive user interfaces that can fit within the restricted confines of a 
smartphone screen.

Suppliers have responded enthusiastically to the IoT opportunity. Major trade 
shows showcase thousands of IoT products. 
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However mainstream consumers in the UK have so far only tentatively adopted 
connected devices, as can be seen in Figure 10. 

The four main categories of IoT devices available today are: 

• connected home entertainment: games consoles (29 per cent), smart TVs  
(24 per cent), wireless speakers (nine per cent) and video streaming devices 
(eight per cent) 

• connected home devices: smart surveillance systems (three per cent) and 
connected thermostats, lighting and appliances (all with two per cent 
adoption each) 

• connected individual devices: fitness bands (four per cent) and smartwatches 
(two per cent)

• connected cars (two per cent). 

Figure 10. IoT devices adoption among UK adults 
Question. Which, if any, of the following devices do you own or have ready access to?

Weighted base: All respondents (4,000)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Connected home entertainment
This category has enjoyed the highest adoption so far. Games consoles and 
connected televisions are the most popular, with 29 and 24 per cent penetration 
among UK adults respectively. The 29 per cent with a connected games console 
likely reflects the current active base of consoles in the UK, as all current and prior 
generation consoles have built-in internet access. Online games play has become 
a fundamental feature of many titles and connectivity enables further additional 
content, software updates and patches to be downloaded. 

The proportion of connected TVs reflects the popularity of on-demand television, 
but may not reflect the totality of demand. Some connected sets may not be 
purchased primarily for that feature: connectivity is increasingly being provided 
by default. In 2014, smart TV sets, priced from £150 outsold standard sets for 
the first time.39 Older televisions can be connected via a games console or video 
streaming device (owned by eight per cent of UK consumers). Similarly, some TVs 
with in-built internet access may just be used to receive broadcast signal. 

The third most popular connected entertainment device is the wireless speaker, 
costing from £20, and owned by nine per cent of respondents.40 Wireless is 
replacing the speaker cable and the docking system, and has become the default 
way of playing music in a room from smartphones, MP3 players and laptops, 
which are steadily displacing CD players.41 

Connected home 
The most popular connected home device – albeit by just one percentage point 
– is the connected surveillance system. We would expect this category to grow 
steadily over time, as the current home security market increasingly incorporates 
connectivity. Connected burglar alarms have existed for many years, relying on 
what may seem a fairly rudimentary process of placing a call to the home to check 
that everything is fine. Alternatively a wide array of sensors, such as cameras, 
microphones, motion detectors, temperature, gas gauges and even ‘nanny’ cams 
could all be monitored remotely either by the homeowner or else by a third party. 
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Among connected home devices, one of the best known is the smart thermostat, 
currently adopted by two per cent of UK adults (see Figure 10). This offers the 
ability to monitor and control heating levels from anywhere, be it the bedroom, 
or the other side of the world, ideally leading to lower energy bills. Apps 
connected to smart thermostats could make people more aware of their energy 
consumption: a user could place a ‘geo-fence’ on their home, and whenever they 
left their home’s perimeter their smartphone could prompt them to turn off their 
heating. 

Alternatively many households could simply set a timer on their thermostat (as has 
happened for decades) and attain a roughly similar outcome.42 

Smart lighting may well be purchased as standard in a decade, but currently 
only two per cent of our respondents had smart lighting in their home. Smart 
lighting enables each bulb, based on LED technology, to have its own IP address. 
This makes the bulb’s luminosity and colour controllable via an app. The bulb’s 
brightness and colour can automatically be adjusted based on events. For 
example, a goal could be honoured by a light display of the scoring team’s 
colours. Each member of the family could create its lighting profile. When the 
homeowners are away overnight, lights can be remotely turned on and off to give 
the semblance of occupation. 

The future of smart lighting should be bright but the current reality is that it is 
expensive and cumbersome. Smart lights can be ten times as expensive as halogen 
lights, as they use LED technology, whose price is declining, but still expensive. 
To control a smart bulb from an app, in most cases, requires a separate device 
(also called a bridge) that connects the light bulbs to the WiFi router. As of mid-
2015, connected LED bulbs cost from £25. A starter pack with three bulbs and a 
connector bridge costs £149.43 
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The connected appliance has long been a core IoT objective: the idea being 
that an appliance could self-diagnose a fault and communicate this to an 
engineer, who would then arrive with the correct part. But demand so far has 
been lacklustre, as reflected in the penetration rate.44 The range of connected 
appliances is limited and they are relatively expensive. Smart washing machines 
cost between £650 and £1,100 compared to the selling price for a standard 
washing machine in Europe of £280.45 No smart fridges appear to be on sale in 
the UK, but there is one model of connected kettle and one coffee machine that 
cost £99 and £179 respectively.46 Connected air conditioning systems start at 
about £600.47 A number of consumer electronics manufacturers have announced 
new connected appliances that should be available this year.48 

Connected individual or wearables
A few years ago fitness bands were expected to become mainstream and tap 
into our innate competitiveness, and become a core tool of the ‘quantified-self’ 
movement.49 Adoption of fitness bands, which can cost as a little as £12, is 
higher among younger age groups, which we would presume to be the fitter age 
groups.50 Therefore the fit may be using fitness bands to measure how fit they are; 
the unfit may be avoiding or abandoning their devices so as to not quantify their 
inactivity. Globally fitness band sales are expected to reach about 15 million.51 

At the time of our survey, adoption of smartwatches was low, despite the many 
different models available in the market, and a retail price starting at under £100. 
We expect the launch of the Apple Watch wearable device to broaden adoption 
of smartwatches.52 
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Connected car 
The connected car was one of the first categories of ‘connected’ device to launch 
commercially. A connected car enables data to be sent to and from the car. One 
common way of connecting a car is using a smartphone as an internet hotspot 
to connect a compatible in-car display.53 WiFi hotspots can also be used instead 
of smartphones. Another way of connecting a car is using an embedded cellular-
enabled module. This option may also feature usage tracking (which can enable 
usage-based insurance tracking also called black box insurance), remote diagnosis, 
roadside assistance and stolen vehicle tracking. A dedicated data tariff may be 
required for such service.

However, so far, only two per cent of respondents indicated they have access to 
a connected car. This may be expected considering the long life cycle of cars, and 
the reluctance to retrofit older cars with this technology. 

The demand for connected cars could increase significantly over the next few 
years if embedded connectivity becomes the default for cars, much in the same 
way that features such as air bags and anti-lock brakes have become standard. 
A surge in demand has already been experienced in the US with one operator 
adding a million connected-car customers in one quarter, representing almost half 
of their net customer addition.54 Factors such as improved connectivity on roads 
and more flexible data plans are likely to contribute to the adoption. 

The outlook for the Internet of Things
Near-term demand for IoT devices appears minimal relative to established product 
categories. A quarter of respondents plan to purchase a smartphone in the next 
12 months, and one in five are likely to buy a tablet. The proportion of UK adults 
even considering purchasing an IoT device is considerably lower (see Figure 11). 
However, if these purchase considerations turn into transactions, penetration 
rates for many categories of IoT device would leap relative to current levels. 
For example, currently two per cent of respondents have a smart thermostat, 
while purchase consideration is running at three times that level. Consideration 
may not lead to purchase, and for some categories, such as smart appliances, this 
may be down to a lack of products to buy. 
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Figure 11. Purchase consideration for IoT devices 
Question. Which, if any, of the following would you consider purchasing in the next 12 months?

Weighted base: All respondents (4,000)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015      
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Bottom line
The current consumer adoption and outlook for many IoT devices may 
look a little foreboding. However, consumer demand can surge rapidly 
as has been shown by demand for devices such as wireless speakers 
or connected cars in the US. 

IoT device adoption speed is linked to how much consumer behaviour 
needs to change. For example, media entertainment devices give 
access to content via the internet, content otherwise available via TV 
and radio stations or DVDs. With just a slight adjustment in behaviour 
– content is still being watched, music is still being listened to, but 
the source is different – home entertainment devices are likely to be 
adopted en masse. However, most connected home and individual 
devices may require a dramatic change in behaviour. To appeal to the 
mass-market consumer, they will need to have obvious benefits or 
serve a specific need not addressed by any other device.
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Some of the connected devices of today may need to go through 
significant changes in look and functionality before their appeal is 
increased. For example, health or fitness tracking devices could be 
embedded into our clothing or even inserted into our bodies.55 The 
connected individual could evolve from fitness tracking (which tends 
only to appeal to the fit) to health (which should appeal to all of us). 
While connected devices embedded within our bodies which transmit 
real-time information to our doctors could transform healthcare 
radically, the privacy and security implications of our heartbeats being 
streamed to the web may remain an insurmountable barrier for years 
to come.

Consumers could end up using connected devices not by choice, but 
when existing suppliers provide them by default. For example, utilities 
could collect information on demand and asset performance via smart 
meters, and use these data to control consumption during periods of 
peak demand. If customers agreed, air conditioning systems could 
be powered down remotely, or washing machine cycles suspended, 
during heatwaves for example, to conserve energy for essential 
services, such as traffic lights and lifts. Car manufacturers may 
push built-in connectivity to deliver over-the-air updates: a cheaper 
alternative to recalls.56 In future we may be consuming vegetables 
whose potassium levels have been lowered thanks to IoT techniques; 
we have long eaten meat courtesy of electronically tagged cattle.57 

While most consumers (56 per cent according to our survey) who are 
interested in IoT devices are willing to share usage data, they may 
still have concerns as to what data is being collected and how it is 
used.58 Companies should make sure they explain how and why their 
customer data is being used. 

Connected cars perhaps offer the greatest potential for operators as 
they rely on cellular connectivity to work. Connected cars can offer 
data plans for cars, wholesale contracts for car manufacturers to 
enable them to gather information and send updates, and prepay 
packages for access to rental cars. 
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The oldest known portrait, etched out of a mammoth’s tusk, 
dates back 26,000 years.59 The oldest picture was painted 
40,000 years ago.60 

Photos, inflicted

For millennia the cost of creating a realistic portrait had restricted the market 
to royalty and nobility. The arrival of photography changed this, unleashing a 
demand for portraiture that has proliferated as rapidly as technological progress 
has permitted. The first photograph of a human was taken in 1838. The following 
year Robert Cornelius took the first self-portrait using a camera. To achieve this he 
had to stay motionless for an entire minute while the negative was capturing his 
image.61 

In the time that Robert Cornelius posed for his selfie, a smartphone can capture 
14,400 images, at 240 frames per second and at zero marginal cost. The 
smartphone and the networks they connect to have democratised the creation, 
finessing and distribution of portraits.62 

Currently, more than one in ten of us take photos of ourselves, other people or 
things every day. Among UK adults with a smartphone, all but five per cent have 
used their devices to take a photo, two-thirds upload or share their creations via 
social networks and IM (instant messaging) and 39 per cent upload them to file 
storage sites (see Figure 12). About half use their smartphone to take a photo at 
least once a week.

A megabyte (MB) photo looks pin sharp on a large smartphone screen. Users 
have plenty of space to accumulate their snaps. If one took and kept a one MB 
photo every hour for a year, this would occupy a mere 9 gigabytes (GB). A 64 GB 
smartphone can hold 64,000 high quality photos. A 32 GB memory card currently 
costs less than £10.63 The price of the solid state storage used in smartphones falls 
every year. 
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Of all types of digital camera in the market, the smartphone is the weakest 
optically. But for most people it is the optimal camera, as it is able to capture, 
correct and send a photo in the blink of an eye, all within a compact, lightweight 
and readily portable unit. Digital compact and SLR (Single Lens Reflex) cameras 
may have significantly better optical quality, but they are bulkier and may offer less 
overall utility as they lack in-built cellular and WiFi connectivity. We are likely to be 
carrying our smartphones when a moment worth capturing occurs.64 

The pleasure from portraits derives both from capturing a moment and from 
the positive and immediate feedback from friends who received the image. 
Smartphones enable holidaymakers to engage in a daily, real-time dialogue 
(or monologue) with people back home; a generation ago, holiday photos could 
only be shared post-vacation and once the rolls of film had been developed. 

Daily Weekly Less often than once a week

Figure 12. Frequency of taking, sharing and uploading photos
Question. How frequently, if at all, do you do each of the following on your smartphone? 
(Take photos, upload/share photos on social networks or IM apps, upload photos to a file storage site)

Note: Responses for “weekly” exclude respondents who take photos “daily”
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Smartphone innovations increase the likelihood that the photos we take will be 
worth sharing. The better the photo quality, the more we take and share, with a 
resultant impact on network traffic. 

For example, a technique called high dynamic range (HDR) enables a better-lit 
final photo, which is a composite of the best-lit parts of multiple shots of the same 
subject taken in very rapid succession.65 HDR is analogous to the film-photography 
technique of ‘dodging and burning’ in which over-exposed elements of a 
photograph would be given less exposure to light, and vice versa. In a dark room, 
this technique takes minutes; a premium smartphone does this in a moment. 

Gyroscopes and other sensors in a phone compensate for the blurring caused by 
camera shake. Software can adjust the image in low light conditions, enabling the 
subject of the portrait to be seen. The latest smartphones calibrate flash intensity 
using lasers to judge distance. This reduces the chances of a person’s face being 
whitened out by an excess flash. Lasers can also be used to focus the lens faster. 

Photos can be adjusted further via software that enables a range of parameters 
to be changed, such as brightness, colour saturation and orientation. The mood 
of the image can be changed with filters or by making the image monochrome. 
Thousands of apps, most of which are free to download, enable myriad further 
tweaks. 

The better the photo quality, the more we take and share, with a resultant impact 
on network traffic. Faster network speeds encourage us to share our snaps 
liberally, and the UK public has taken up the offer, albeit to differing degrees, 
according to gender and age. Whereas half of all UK smartphone owners use their 
device to take a photo at least weekly, that proportion is 66 per cent among 18-34 
year-olds and just 27 per cent among 65-75 year-olds. 55 per cent of female adults 
take photos with their smartphones on a weekly basis, compared to 45 per cent of 
adult males. The most prolific snappers are 18-34 year old women, three-quarters 
of whom take photos on their smartphones weekly. Women are also more likely 
to share photos on a weekly basis: a third of female adults to do so compared to a 
quarter of men.
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The speed and quality with which we can take portraits and other photos are 
changing the way in which we communicate; we can substitute photos and videos 
for spoken or written words. The message “having a lovely time on holiday” via 
a postcard or a phone call is being replaced by photos captured and sent from a 
phone. The 2013 fashion of posting a photo of a tanned pair of legs – colloquially 
known as ‘hot dog’ legs – was a popular way of conveying that you were on 
holiday and that the sunshine had been abundant.66 The ability to communicate 
in this way is driving usage of mobile data while abroad, and accentuating a 
differentiator for operators that offer low-cost of no cost roaming. 

‘Hot dog’ legs are just one facet of photographic self-portraits collectively known 
as selfies,67 demand for which has been unleashed by the smartphone, but which 
was initially served by the automated photo-booth.68 The first booth, installed in 
New York in 1925, had 280,000 customers in its first six months.69 

The smartphone appears to be satisfying a formally unfulfilled desire to catalogue, 
control and communicate self-image. A third of a billion images have already been 
posted to just one social network, Instagram, with the hashtag #selfie.70 The UK 
public takes an estimated 1.2 billion selfies every year.71 A new born in 2015 may 
be the subject of thousands of photos before his or her first birthday. 

Each of these photos can drive network traffic, when uploaded, viewed, or 
forwarded. 

We communicate with photos of other subjects, such as food. A generation back 
people may have talked about a good meal out. A decade back they might have 
blogged via their PC when back home. Today, smartphones and restaurant WiFi 
permit diners to share an image of every course. For some this detracts from 
the enjoyment; for others instant feedback in the form of ‘likes’ is an essential 
ingredient. 

In Deloitte’s view, popular enthusiasm for smartphone photography – and what 
this engenders – will continue to influence the direction of innovation. A current 
focus is on enabling better selfies through higher resolution, wider-angle front-
facing lenses. A subsequent development is likely to be forward-facing, distance-
sensitive, natural light flashes that create better-lit selfies in low-light conditions. 
For manufacturers this feature may be a key differentiator; for operators better 
quality selfies will likely encourage sharing, thus driving network traffic. 
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As smartphones and the networks they connect to improve, the photographic 
format is likely to change. Current smartphones create ultra-wide panoramic 
photos by digitally stitching multiple still photos together. The next step will likely 
be a 360-degree photo, capturing every angle simultaneously.72 

Deloitte’s view is that video should become increasingly popular. Sports day 
triumphs will no longer just be conveyed merely as a shot of the finishing line 
victory, but also as a video of the entire race, with critical moments captured in 
slow motion. A parent unable to attend their child’s recital at assembly in person 
could watch a live-stream of the event. Athletes using apps such as Periscope and 
Meerkat, could broadcast their athletic prowess on track, tarmac or waves to 
anyone anywhere who wishes to watch. 

The smartphone has enabled portraits and other images to proliferate by 
democratising photography like never before. And as one navigates past tourist 
hot spots congested by thickets of selfie-stick wielding travellers one may feel 
as if people are already capturing and communicating to excess. But imminent 
technological advances should make it ever easier to capture, correct and 
communicate. History suggests that these advances will be adopted, eagerly. 
The future may be more documented – in every dimension – than ever before. 

Some may argue that the democratisation of portraiture is a negative for society. 
Some may feel photos are being inflicted rather than shared. The ease with which 
we can take photos may foment obsessiveness with our appearance. But arguably 
we could condemn anything that enables us to change our appearance, be this 
lipstick or the colour black. 

Some may sneer at diners who mark the arrival of every course with a round 
of photos; or this could be regarded as a contemporary form of peacocking, 
analogous to the decades-old practice of fine-dining top trumps. 

The tens of billions of photos the UK public has collectively amassed on their 
smartphones could be regarded as a negative. But each collection is also a 
repository of thousands of joyous occasions. Glancing at photos can prompt 
happy memories bringing sparkle to an otherwise dull day. 
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Bottom line
The desire for photos drives innovation, encourages smartphone 
upgrades and increases network usage. 

Smartphone vendors have long differentiated their models on 
photographic capability. They should however focus on innovations 
that are perceptible and appreciated by users, and not be lured into a 
specification race that only pleases the device’s creators. A few years 
back, some vendors competed on megapixel count. With most photos 
viewed on small screens by both creators and recipients, incremental 
resolution soon became imperceptible to all but the best-trained 
eyes: ultra-high resolution requires vastness to appreciate. Engineers’ 
ingenuity was thus arguably squandered. 

Customers are likely to respond to technology that flatters their 
ability. Smartphones benefit from exponentially improving processor 
and connectivity speed – a progression known as Moore’s Law. There 
is no equivalent law for talent, but technology can (and should) be 
deployed to lessen user error when taking photos. Software that 
automatically compensates for photographic mistakes (such as 
shooting into direct sunlight) can make the owner feel more talented. 

Smartphone vendors should also consider how to tap into our 
innate vanity by using technology to enhance the subject. A phone’s 
software can deliver an instant, digital make over by automatically 
smoothing wrinkles, lessening bags under the eyes, deleting spots 
and adding a sun-kissed glow. The smartphone is an upgrade to the 
Evil Queen’s magic mirror, as it need not speak the truth. 

Software can also differentiate by automating cataloguing. When 
one has amassed tens of thousands of photos on a phone, finding a 
specific portrait becomes tedious. Facial recognition can be deployed 
to identify individuals automatically, without having to create 
metadata for each image.
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Network operators can harness our sharing of photos to drive 
network traffic, and to encourage upgrades to larger data packages. 
Exclusive supply of the smartphone models with the best cameras 
and software could attract customers from other networks, or help 
renew a contract. The biggest near-term opportunity for network 
operators is likely to be the progression from images to video, but 
carriers should make users aware of how much more data sending 
video requires relative to photos, or users may exhaust their monthly 
allowances too quickly. 

Retailers should consider how best to tap into the growing 
communication via images. Catalogues, which have traditionally 
been shot months before distribution, can be deconstructed into 
smartphone screen-sized photos accompanied by a ‘buy’ button. 
A photo of a celebrity wearing a brand’s outfit can be relayed 
immediately to fans – there is no need to wait for this to appear in a 
newspaper, magazine or a website. 
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Retail, reinvented

The progression is inexorable: 13 per cent of UK adults have now made a mobile 
payment in-store, 40 per cent have made a mobile commerce purchase with their 
phone and 59 per cent have browsed retailers’ sites on their phone. Retail is being 
steadily reinvented, with the smartphone becoming increasingly core to multiple 
aspects of retail from merchandising to payments. 

Today, neither wallet nor purse is doomed, but both are likely to become 
increasingly marginal, particularly among younger age groups, because of the 
smartphone. Within a year, the base of retailers in UK cities accepting mobile 
payments via apps or in-store readers should be sufficiently broad such that early 
adopters may be able to leave home without their wallets.73 For the mainstream 
consumer, it will be many years before credit cards are dispensed of entirely, and 
cash’s anonymity may well mean it remains in circulation for generations. 

Mobile payments: Niche to norm
The journey to where we are today has been long and arduous; the road ahead 
will likely be just as difficult (and rewarding). It is over 15 years since the first major 
joint venture was set up to enable mobile payments.74 It is over ten years since the 
first e-commerce sites launched their mobile equivalents. 

In the last year, there has been a marked increase in the number of UK adults 
who have tried out mobile payments. In May 2014, about three per cent of UK 
adults had used their phone to make a payment in-store. A year later, (just prior 
to the launch of Apple Pay mobile payments solution in the UK on 14 July 2015) 
the proportion had surged to 13 per cent.75 But just one per cent were using their 
phones to make payments on a regular basis (see Figure 13). We expect that in a 
year’s time the proportion of phone owners who pay using their phone in-store to 
increase further, and the proportion of those who do so regularly to rise sharply. 

Smartphones are increasingly integral to our retail 
experiences. 
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The progression to in-store payments via mobile has been gruelling, and will likely 
continue to be, as blending retail systems and financial systems is a complex task. 
But the industry and consumers will likely persevere in making this happen.

Enabling in-store mobile payments requires retailers to have NFC (contactless) 
card readers and the latest software uploaded. It requires their staff to be familiar 
not just with the availability of the service, but also which phone models are 
compatible and which cards are supported. In addition, staff should be able to 
assist first-time users. While customers may know where to place their plastic 
cards to make a contactless payment, they may not have yet worked out how to 
place their smartphone on a credit card reader. 

Figure 13. Frequency of making mobile in-store payments among UK adults
Question. How frequently do you use your phone to make in-store payments? 
      

Note: Respondents who answered ‘Don't know’ have been excluded from this analysis  
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a standard phone/smartphone (3,682)  
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015  

Once or twice per day, 1%

Several times a day, 0%

Several times a week, 2%
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Less often than once a week, 4%

Only ever used it once or twice, 4%

Never, 88%
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Figure 13. Frequency of making mobile in-store payments among UK adults
Question. How frequently do you use your phone to make in-store payments? 
      

Note: Respondents who answered ‘Don't know’ have been excluded from this analysis  
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a standard phone/smartphone (3,682)  
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015  
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Several times a week, 2%
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Less often than once a week, 4%

Only ever used it once or twice, 4%

Never, 88%

In-store mobile payments usage should surge among consumers who frequent 
stores which offer this payment method and whose friends are already using their 
devices to pay seamlessly. UK consumers living in cities have become accustomed 
to using contactless, and this has become the default payment method in fast 
food locations in central London. Once you have got used to the concept of 
paying for something without signing or entering a PIN, replacing a credit card 
with a smartphone is a smaller step to take. 

Among the uninitiated security is likely to remain a concern (see Figure 14). 
Among UK adults that have not yet used their phone to pay in-store, the most 
common reason given – cited by 42 per cent – was “I don’t think they are secure 
enough”. Yet making a payment with a phone can be the most secure way to 
pay at present as the fingerprint provides accurate authentication, and cannot be 
copied through observation as a PIN can be.76 Furthermore, the phone transmits a 
one-off token to authorise the payment, meaning that the payment card number 
cannot be compromised. 

Figure 14. Reasons for not making in-store payments via mobile phones
Question. What are the main reasons why you don’t use your phone to make payments in-store?

I don’t know

This is not available in my country

It’s too complicated to set up/use

The screen is too small

I don’t need to make any payments

I was not aware that you can do this

I don’t really understand all the
different options

I don’t know any stores that allow this

I don’t have the necessary feature/app
on my phone

I don’t see any benefits from using this

I don’t think they are secure enough

Weighted base: Respondents who never made a mobile in-store payment (3,176)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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The second most common reason for not using mobile payments is “I don’t see 
the benefits from using this”. However, we expect that over the coming months 
the benefits will become more evident. For example, with contactless card 
payments there is a current limit of £30 per transaction.77 With smartphones the 
limit is governed by the card’s limit, which for credit cards could be thousands 
of pounds. Once payment and loyalty systems become combined, enabling 
customers to discard physical cards, the benefits are likely to become increasingly 
apparent. 

The third reason, cited by a fifth of those who have not yet made a payment 
in-store via mobile, was that they lacked the necessary feature or app on the 
phone. In some cases, lethargy or lack of bandwidth may have thwarted the 
download of an app. Some respondents may have believed that they need to 
have an NFC-equipped phone to pay via their phone, but the reality is that any 
smartphone can download an app which enables payments via two-dimensional 
barcodes (also known as QR codes).78 

Mobile commerce: Smartphones enable the spontaneity economy
Recent news on mobile and payments has focused on in-store transactions. 
But the bigger activity, and arguably the bigger opportunity, is mobile commerce. 
Of the 59 per cent of all UK adults who have used their phone to browse shopping 
websites or apps, over half (36 per cent of the Deloitte survey sample) do this at 
least once a week. Of the 40 per cent who have used their phones to purchase, 
only a quarter of this group (11 per cent of the total) do this weekly. This is entirely 
understandable. While opening an app or browsing through a mobile-optimised 
website requires little dexterity, accurately entering the full data set required 
(address and credit card number) to make a first-time purchase is cumbersome and 
time consuming. 

We expect the volume of transactions via a phone to increase significantly as the 
payment process gets compacted into a single click or fingerprint impression.79  
We also expect that greater ease of payments will lead to more browsing on a 
mobile phone and that payment will be made on the same device. At the same 
time some individuals may wait till they have access to a larger device before 
entering their details.
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Retail’s continuing mobile reinvention 
Over the next few years, the capability of smartphones will continue to iterate in 
ways which support yet deeper integration of mobile into the retail experience. 

We believe there are at least ten smartphone-enabled80 retail rituals that are 
mainstream practices today or likely to become popular in the medium term future: 

1.  Upon waking, checking special offers from retailers sent via email or social 
networks. Currently more than a half of smartphone owners have looked at 
their phones within 15 minutes of waking. A quarter look at email, and a sixth 
look at social networks. 

2.  Using a phone to pay for a coffee, using NFC or 2D barcodes. As of May 2015, 
just one per cent used their smartphones to make a payment daily. We expect 
this proportion to have risen considerably by the time of our next survey 
in 2016. 

3.  Browsing websites on the way to work. Two-thirds use their smartphone while 
using public transport.81 

4.  Reserving a product online. 45 per cent use their smartphone to reserve a 
product and collect it in store. 

5.  Buying lunch. About one in five would use their smartphones to pay for fast 
food and about one in six to pay for restaurant bills. 

6.  Looking up information on products while shopping. Over half use their 
smartphones while out shopping.82 

7.  Browsing #wiwt (what I wore today) sites while on a conference call. Currently 
about one in seven admit to using their smartphone during business meetings. 

8.  Transacting while on the bus on the way home. 14 per cent purchase a 
product online via their smartphones weekly. 

9.  Providing proof of purchase when picking up goods ordered via click and 
collect. Almost five in ten have used their smartphone to validate a purchase 
and about nine per cent do so weekly. 

10.  Searching for information prompted by something seen while watching 
television. At present, over half are using their smartphones at the same time 
as watching TV, with one in four doing so “almost always” or “very often”. 
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Bottom line
Retailers should steadily iterate their mobile-centric offer, but should 
also be aware that mobile will likely remain one of several retail 
experiences provided, rather than the sole interface. The mobile offer 
should be part of an integrated, consistent retail experience that 
spans all channels, digital and physical, that a consumer may wish  
to use. 

Context will determine how each customer, at each point in time, 
wishes to interact with retailers. Mobile is ideal while on a congested 
train, but the same fervent user of a retail app may also be a fan 
of the in-store experience, as and when time and place permit. 
The survey results show that very few (14 per cent) of those adults 
who use their smartphone for online shopping prefer to shop on a 
smartphone rather than another device such as laptop or tablet; but 
occasionally it may be the only option available. 

The check-out process is a core part of the retail experience. It may 
be the only time that the customer speaks with a member of staff. 
The slickness of the process, including the range of payment options 
available, is likely to be a key influence on perception. Enabling 
customers to pay by phone will be a positive if the consumer taking 
this option feels good for doing so. Any store offering payment via 
phone should ensure that staff are aware of all the options available, 
and can guide users to complete the transaction. 

In-store payments may go through initial teething problems.  
To encourage usage, retailers could offer additional incentives, such 
as integrating payment with loyalty point collection and redemption.83 
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For handset vendors, payment is likely to become an increasingly 
important differentiator and driver of loyalty. Smartphones are 
becoming an individual’s most extensive repository of personal data, 
all of which can be used to authenticate the identity of the user. 
Biometric data such as fingerprint impressions are already stored on 
millions of phones in the UK.84 Additional identifiers such as voice 
patterns and gait (using accelerometers)85 could also be incorporated 
along with geographic data, such as locations visited and buildings 
entered (using WiFi hotspot data).86 

Better mobile commerce sites are likely to drive network traffic, and 
can drive consumer upgrades to faster networks. The survey results 
show that respondents with a 4G connection are more likely to 
browse shopping websites or apps (60 per cent do so weekly) than 
those without one (37 per cent do so weekly).

Smartphone-enabled payment processes should always be iterated.  
If contactless smartphone payments are to gain mainstream adoption, 
the process needs to be just as fast as paying with a card. Currently 
the additional time required for the fingerprint to be read is sufficient 
to slow down the payment process, and for high volume locations, 
such as fast food or transport, that additional second may embarrass 
the consumer, and possibly vex the retailer. One solution to this would 
be to submit and validate the fingerprint a few seconds prior to the 
phone being placed near the reader. 

With all the prerequisites of in-store payments coming together, 
retailers have the opportunity to overhaul the shopping experience 
completely. A ‘zero-interaction’ retail experience, which could allow 
consumers to walk into a store, scan a barcode, pick up the product 
they want, pay with their phone and walk out again, without ever 
having to speak to a retail assistant or go anywhere near a payment 
counter, will be possible. This may prove practical for consumers as it 
could considerably reduce their shopping time. Retailers could benefit 
from a reduction in operational cost and supply chain automation.
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Video, minimised

Television is the most successful media service. The smartphone is 
the most successful consumer electronics device. So the attraction 
of combining the two to create mobile television may appear 
obvious; indeed there have been multiple attempts over the past 
decades. Many have launched to fanfare; most have subsequently 
disappeared with barely a ripple. 

Every failure can be blamed on a range of factors: inadequate screen quality,  
the appropriateness of the content or the speed of underlying networks. 

But, in the last few years, the majority of these factors have been addressed. 
Smartphone screen resolution has long since passed the point at which individual 
pixels were identifiable at normal viewing distance. Screen size has jumped in 
the last couple of years such that five-inch screens are now standard and no 
longer considered out-sized. Cellular and fixed networks can readily provide 
the data rates sufficient to stream high-definition content to even the largest of 
smartphone screens. And where networks do not reach, or are too slow, most 
major video-on-demand services enable content to be pre-loaded to devices. 
Some of the most used mobile sites, particularly social networks and news,  
offer an increasing range of video content. 

And smartphone penetration continues to climb. In the last three years it has risen 
by 24 percentage points to 76 per cent. By end-2016, it is likely to have surpassed 
80 per cent of adults. 

So, are we now at the point, finally, at which video can finally make the leap 
from the big screen to the small screen? Is the era of family viewing of big-ticket, 
scheduled televised shows watched on 50-inch flat screens finally coming to an 
end? 
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While television remains the dominant media service, its resilience has come under 
increasing scrutiny in recent years. In the first decade of the millennium, television 
was the traditional medium that remained resolutely impervious to the rise of 
the PC, broadband and the internet. Viewing remained at about four hours per 
day, year-in, year-out. But in recent years, hours watched has declined, steadily. 
According to BARB, hours of live television in the UK fell by six per cent (12 
minutes) to 194 minutes in 2014, following a five per cent (11 minute) decline in 
2013.87 During these two years the number of adults with smartphones increased 
by about 15 percentage points. Is this coincidence or correlation? 

Multiple factors have likely contributed to the decline in viewing time, from 
gaps in measurement (leading to under-counting of TV consumption) or rising 
employment (reducing hours available to watch programmes). But the rising 
penetration and usage of smartphones is likely to have been a factor. They 
have nibbled away for example at the relevance of televised news bulletins, 
which formerly broke news stories ahead of newspapers, but which now repeat 
what online news services had announced hours earlier. Social networks offer 
personalised soap operas, as opposed to broadcast ones. And smartphones offer 
increasingly attractive, portable alternatives to watching television programmes, 
such as playing games. The visual sophistication of games created for mobile 
phones ratchets up each year: compare the first Angry Birds with the high 
production values in Monument Valley or Leo’s Fortune. 

Is traditional television doomed to slow, inexorable decline? 

Deloitte’s view is that smartphones and television currently largely coexist: 
they address largely different needs, and are therefore used in different ways. 
At present, the primary function of the smartphone is communication, while the 
television’s main role is entertainment, mostly based on high-production value 
content. 
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We use a widening array of communications tools on our smartphones. As well 
as voice calls and text messaging, which are used weekly by nine in ten adults 
with a smartphone, we use email (60 per cent), social networks (51 per cent) and 
IM (instant messaging) (46 per cent) to exchange information with others. Aside 
from voice calls, we are, on the whole, using each communication medium more 
each year, for example the use of IM was up 15 percentage points from 2014. 
When we reach for our phones first thing in the morning, it is most commonly to 
check for text messages, emails and social networks. We do not, in general, reach 
for our phones to watch video upon waking. 

We are content to watch several hours of video on a television in the evening; on 
smartphones the shorter the duration the better. The only video format to enjoy 
significant usage by smartphone owners is the short-form clip (typically a few 
minutes long). About two in five smartphone owners (37 per cent) watch video 
clips (see Figure 15). As for other video formats, about one in seven (14 per cent) 
smartphone owners watch news videos. This compares to the 42 per cent of those 
who read news on their smartphones. 

One in ten watch catch-up TV, and one in six watch live TV or movies. The longer 
the video, the less palatable the smartphone screen is for its consumption, most 
likely due to the discomfort of watching content formatted for a fifty-inch screen 
on a five-inch one. 
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General use When out and about

Figure 15. Video usage on smartphones
Question. For which, if any, of the following do you typically use your smartphone for?  

Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Usage of video on smartphones declines considerably when out and about and 
most likely reliant on cellular networks or public WiFi hotspots whose quality 
is variable by design. Watching short videos declines 24 percentage points to 
13 per cent usage. Only five per cent watch video news, a mere three per cent 
watch catch-up TV and just two per cent watch live TV or films.
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Access to 4G networks has little impact on video consumption when out and 
about. 4G users respond to faster network speeds by using more communication 
services (email, social networks and IM). Some of them watch more video, but in 
our 2015 survey, it was only the eighth most used application.88 

One type of video which has seen some popularity with consumers is auto-play 
video, a feature often found on social networks, where video plays automatically 
upon appearing in a user’s feed or stream. More than a quarter of smartphone 
owners watch auto-play videos at least weekly. It is unclear however if these 
videos would have been watched if the user had had to press ‘play’. 

Videos consumption is data intensive and each second is equivalent to up to 
30 photos.89 Auto-play has been blamed for causing consumers to exceed their 
monthly data allowances.90 It has had a marked impact on network traffic: during 
2014’s ‘Ice bucket challenge’,91 some mobile operators noted a 60 per cent year-
on-year increase in Facebook traffic.92 

While smartphones may not compete with television for watching traditional 
long-form video, arguably they could crowd-out time and attention that would 
otherwise have been spent in front of a TV set. After all, over a third of adults 
claim to look at their phones more than 25 times a day, and about a sixth look 
50 or more times a day. Even the most avid TV viewers would not have two 
dozen viewing sessions a day. Almost a quarter of respondents say that use their 
smartphone “almost always” and ”very often” while watching TV or a film (see 
Figure 16). This behaviour is even more pronounced among younger consumers 
with more than a third of smartphone users aged between 18-24 year old 
exhibiting this behaviour. 
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Almost always & Very often Sometimes/occasionally Not very often & Hardly ever

Figure 16. Usage of smartphones while watching TV/a film
Question. How often, if at all, do you use your smartphone while doing the following? (While watching TV/films)  

Note: Respondents who do not watch TV/films have been excluded from this analysis
Weighted base: Respondents who own or have access to a smartphone (3,039)
Source: UK edition, Deloitte Global Mobile Consumer Survey, May-Jun 2015
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Bottom line
We do not think content creators are likely to depart television for 
mobile. Some core television genres, including entertainment, drama 
and sports, are formatted for large television screens and can be 
significantly harder to watch on a small screen. For example in sports, 
it may be hard to spot the ball. One option would be to format 
content for a small screen. This works readily and can be automated 
for text and even with still images, but is much harder to attain with 
video. We think it is unlikely that smartphone screens will get much 
bigger so to accommodate these genres, as they would lose their 
portability: only a tiny minority of larger screened tablets are used out 
of doors. 

However some genres, particularly news and weather, mesh very 
well with the smartphone format. Smartphones are well suited to 
break news alerts; weather apps can provide updated, local weather 
information on demand. Indeed upon waking, once we have checked 
for messages, we next turn to news and weather. 

In recent years, there has been a focus on developing second screen 
apps to accompany television viewing. Our current view is that only a 
minority of television viewers ‘second screen’, for example by playing 
along with contestants on a quiz show. We do not expect, based on 
the modest take-up so far, this behaviour to change significantly in 
the medium term. The less these apps are used, the less investment 
that is likely to go into their creation. 

However, we expect smartphone usage to be predominated by brief glances 
checking for updates, whereas television viewing is characterised by lengthy 
consumption. We think mobile addresses different needs to television.

Smartphones are our connection to our personal and professional networks, 
and are used throughout the day, but briefly. For tens of millions, television is an 
evening activity, used to relax and disconnect, often in the company of others 
(and smartphones). 
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So far, smartphone usage does not appear to have had an impact 
on TV industry revenue. Revenues from both subscriptions and 
advertising have been increasing year-on-year. In fact, TV industry 
revenue in the UK hit a record high £13.2 billion in 2014, with both 
subscription and advertising at their highest levels in history.93 At the 
same time, we do not expect that in the near future, TV advertising 
revenues will be directed to mobile. Mobile advertising is increasing, 
but not at the expense of TV.94 

As the smartphone screen now diverts our attention while sitting on 
the sofa watching TV, advertisers must rise to the challenge. They may 
no longer be able to rely on the 30 second ad to effectively convey 
their brand message. So they must find ways of adapting to this new, 
distracted consumer behaviour to create the ‘cut-through’ they once 
enjoyed. Finding ways to straddle both the mobile and the traditional 
TV platform will be crucial to the success of advertisers in the future.
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About the research 

The UK data cut is part of Deloitte’s Global Mobile Consumer Survey, a multi-country 
study of mobile phone users around the world. The 2015 study comprises of 49,000 
respondents across 30 countries and six continents. 

Data cited in this report are based on a nationally representative sample of 4,000 UK 
consumers aged 18-75. The sample follows a country specific quota on age, gender, 
region, working and socio-economic status. Fieldwork took place during May to June 
2015 and was carried out online by Ipsos MORI, an independent research firm, based 
on a question set provided by Deloitte. 

This brief report provides a snapshot of some of the insights that the survey 
has revealed. Additional analyses such as: 4G adoption and usage, smartphone 
purchasing channel, reasons for joining/leaving mobile operators, attitudes towards 
triple/quad play, usage of tablets, and usage of communication services such as IM, 
SMS and social networks are available upon request. 

Results for other countries are also available upon request.

For further information about this research, please contact:  
mobileconsumer@deloitte.co.uk
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Relevant thought leadership 

TMT Predictions 2015
Deloitte’s Technology, Media & Telecommunications (TMT) 
Predictions presents our view on the major trends that will 
impact UK businesses in 2015. Knowing what will come next 
has become a key competitive differentiator and can give your 
business a leading edge.

www.deloitte.co.uk/tmtpredictions 

Media Consumer 2015
The landscape for the UK media consumer is substantially 
different to what it was just 5 years ago. This publication 
presents Deloitte’s view on the major trends in the media 
landscape, how the UK population ‘consumes’ media, and the 
challenges faced by organisations in the technology, media and 
telecommunications industry.

www.deloitte.co.uk/mediaconsumer 

The Deloitte Consumer Review: Made-to-order: The rise of 
mass personalisation
Mass personalisation is finally becoming a reality. Deloitte 
research shows that delivering personalised products and 
experiences can provide benefits for both the business and the 
consumer. Businesses now have the opportunity to demonstrate 
the value consumers can get from their personal data being 
used, while also gaining deeper insight into consumer behaviour.

www.deloitte.co.uk/consumerreview 
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Endnotes

1  To learn more about apps that collate and display (and conceal if/as needed) every smartphone related 
conversation with another individual, see Love in the time of technology: an app to record every digital 
moment, The Guardian, 9 August 2015: http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/aug/09/love-in-the-
time-of-technology-affairs-apps-deleting 

2  The options given to this question were: “Never”, “Under 10 times”, “Between 11 and 25 times”, “Between 
26 and 50 times”, “Between 51 and 100 times”, “Between 101 and 200 times”, “Over 200 times” and “I don’t 
know”. To calculate the average number of times people look at their device, a mid-point has been taken for all 
the options in our question with the exception of “Never” where a value of zero has been used and ‘Over 200 
times’ where a value of 250 has been used. Respondents who answered “I don’t know” have been excluded 
from this calculation. An average has been calculated for each age group and then multiplied with the number 
of smartphone owners in that age group. An estimated value has been used for the 14-17 and 75+ age groups.

3  The estimate for the number of smartphones sold in the UK is a Deloitte estimate based on industry knowledge 
and publicly available sources. The estimate for the number of smartphones handed down has been calculated 
by multiplying the total number of smartphones sold in the UK by the proportion of respondents who gave their 
old phone to a family member or friend (20 per cent). 

4  Pizza Express was one of the first restaurants to offer payment via smartphone. See The Pizza Express App: 
Pay for your meal via PayPal!, Mobile Industry Review, 16 June 2011: http://www.mobileindustryreview.
com/2011/06/the-pizza-express-app-pay-for-your-meal-via-paypal.html 

5  SSD Prices In A Free Fall, NetworkComputing, 19 June 2015: http://www.networkcomputing.com/storage/ssd-
prices-in-a-free-fall/a/d-id/1320958 

6  4G versus 3G speed comparisons undertaken by Ofcom. The fastest GSM speeds were delivered by a technology 
known as high speed circuit switched data (HSCSD) which bonded four GSM 14.4 Kbit/s data channels together 
to reach a maximum speed of 57.6 Kbit/s. This compares to an average 14.7 Mbit/s download speeds on 4G 
networks. See Ofcom research shows 4G significantly outperforms 3G networks, Ofcom, 2 April 2015: http://
media.ofcom.org.uk/news/2015/4g-outperforms-3g/

7  Deloitte estimate based on industry knowledge and publicly available sources.
8  For a comparison between revenue generated from the sale of smartphones and other consumer electronic 

devices, see One billion smartphone upgrades, TMT Predictions 2015, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, 13 
January 2015: http://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/
tmt-pred-smartphones-one-billion-upgrades.html 

9  The UK Mobile Consumer Survey results show that almost two-thirds (68 per cent) of smartphones were bought 
in the last 17 months. By comparison, only 49 per cent of tablets were bought in the same period. 

10  Based on Deloitte analysis of publicly available information. 
11  An expected 85 million phones are sitting unused in UK. See Keeping your old cell phone is horrible for the 

environment, ThinkProgress, 10 June 2015: http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/06/10/3667743/cell-phone-
environmental-impact/ 

12  iPhone, Apple Watch, Apple Pay are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mobile Consumer 2015: UK cut, Game of phones is an independent publication and has not been authorized, 
sponsored, or otherwise approved by Apple Inc..

13  UK consumers quoted $30.5 million in savings through trusted mobile phone recycling comparison site 
CompareMyMobile.com, Mynewsdesk, 13 November 2013: http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/pressreleases/
uk-consumers-quoted-30-5-million-in-savings-through-trusted-mobile-phone-recycling-comparison-site-
comparemymobile-com-927963 

14  Ibid.
15  For Apple iPhone 6 128GB, CompareMyMobile.com, as accessed on 5 August 2015: http://www.

comparemymobile.com/recycle/apple/iphone-6-128gb.html 
16  Join in the great recycling gold rush, Technavio, 21 November 2014: http://www.technavio.com/news/join-in-

the-great-recycling-gold-rush 
17  Ibid.
18  The UK Mobile Consumer Survey is nationally representative of the population aged 18-75.
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19  Ibid. 
20  For example, when selling a phone on MazumaMobile.com, customers can get an extra £25 when they take out 

a new handset contract. See Mazumamobile.com, as accessed on 5 August 2015: http://www.mazumamobile.
com/mobilescouk-bonus.php 

21  For examples of phones that have depreciated by more than 80 per cent in 2013, see Mobile and Tablet 
Trade-in Market Report, 2013-2014 edition, Table 2.0, CompareMyMobile, 6 January 2014: http://www.
comparemymobile.com/press 

22  The call volumes for 2011 were 122.32 billion minutes, 2012 were 132.29 billion minutes, for 2013 were 134.68 
billion minutes and for 2014 were 137.35. See Telecommunications Market Data Update Q4 2012, Q4 2013 and 
Q4 2014, Ofcom, 29 April 2013, 24 April 2014 and 30 April 2015: http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/market-data-
research/market-data/communications-market-reports/tables/?pageNum=1#in-this-section 

23  As of 2015, the time spent on smartphone for activities excluding voice has almost tripled from between 2012 
to 2015, from 0:36 hr in 2012, to 1:31 hr in 2015. See UK Adults Spend More Time on Mobile Devices than on 
PCs, eMarketer, 16 April 2015: http://www.emarketer.com/Article/UK-Adults-Spend-More-Time-on-Mobile-
Devices-than-on-PCs/1012356#sthash.KheWPuYA.dpuf 

24  The question asked was: “In the last 7 days, in which, if any, of the following ways did you use your smartphone 
to communicate with others?” VoIP was one of the options given.

25  For information on VoLTE launches in the UK, see VODAFONE UK TO LAUNCH WI-FI CALLING AND VoLTE 
SERVICES THIS SUMMER, 10 March 2015: https://www.vodafone.co.uk/cs/groups/configfiles/documents/assets/
vfcon059242.pdf ; Three’s launching Voice over LTE support this autumn, Engadget, 22 April 2015: http://www.
engadget.com/2015/04/22/three-voice-over-lte/; EE ANNOUNCING LIVE TRIALS OF PHONE CALLS OVER WIFI 
AND 4G AS PART OF £275 MILLION INVESTMENT IN VOICE, EE, 20 June 2014 http://ee.co.uk/our-company/
newsroom/2014/06/20/EE-announcing-live-trials-of-phone-calls-over-WiFi-and-4G-as-part-of-275-million-
pound-voice-investment 

26  For information on the global status of VoLTE adoption, see Voice and Video calls over LTE, GSMA, as accessed 
on 12 August 2015: http://www.gsma.com/network2020/volte/# 

27  For information on the technology used to handover calls from VoLTE to legacy networks, see SRVCC Single 
Radio Voice Call Continuity, Radio-Electronics.com: http://www.radio-electronics.com/info/cellulartelecomms/
lte-long-term-evolution/srvcc-single-radio-voice-call-continuity.php 

28  One US operator is intending to bill video calls via LTE as data, with one minute consumer between six to eight 
MB of data. See Verizon Rolls Out VoLTE with Advanced Calling 1.0, Network World, 24 September 2014: http://
www.networkworld.com/article/2687492/uc-voip/verizon-rolls-out-volte-with-advanced-calling-1-0.html 

29  For more information, see The Communication Market 2015 (Telecom and Networks), Figure 4.17, Ofcom, 27 
July 2015: http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr15/UK_4.pdf 

30  For a review of some of the smart devices available for dogs, see Smart collars help keep an eye on your dog’s 
health and location, Gizmag, 29 July 2015: http://www.gizmag.com/tagg-and-whistle-pet-products/27817/ 

31  Internet of Things, Wikipedia, as accessed on 17 August 2015: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things 
32  The majority of features currently included in today’s smartwatches first appeared in the 1990s in digital 

watches. One watch even included the ability to do a magic trick, a feature which does not appear yet to have 
emerged among the current smartwatch range. See The original smartwatches: Casio’s history of wild wrist 
designs, The Verge, 29 June 2015: http://www.theverge.com/2015/6/29/8860737/casio-watches-smartwatch-
features-photos-exhibition 

33  1996 OnStar, GM Heritage Center: https://history.gmheritagecenter.com/wiki/index.php/1996,_OnStar 
34  The first commercially available Internet fridge could scan food in and out, providing a running inventory of 

stock levels. The fridge could also be programmed to place orders for fresh products, assess the condition of its 
filter and advise when it needed replacement. See No need for PCs with intelligent fridges, ITweb, 13 December 
2000: http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=99743 

35  By 2014, annual Bluetooth device shipments surpassed three billion, a half-billion increase on the prior year. 
See BLUETOOTH SIG 2014 ANNUAL REPORT, Table: Bluetooth enabled device shipments worldwide (billions), 
Bluetooth SIG, 15 December 2014: https://www.bluetooth.org/en-us/Documents/Annual_Report_2014.pdf 
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36  For more information on this standard, see What is 802.11ac WiFi, and how much faster than 802.11n is it?, 
ExtremeTech, 20 April 2015: http://www.extremetech.com/computing/160837-what-is-802-11ac-and-how-
much-faster-than-802-11n-is-it 

37  For more information, see New Bluetooth® Specifications Enable IP Connectivity and Deliver Industry-leading 
Privacy and Increased Speed, Bluetooth SIG, 3 December 2014: http://www.bluetooth.com/Pages/Press-
Releases-Detail.aspx?ItemID=220 

38  There should be more IP addresses than we would ever need, but there have been many assumptions of future 
possible demand that have been proven wrong, including total worldwide demand for computers, which back 
in the early 1940s, was allegedly estimated at five. 

39  TV MARKET BACK IN GROWTH FOR THE FIRST TIME SINCE 2009 AND MORE THAN HALF OF TVS SOLD ARE 
NOW SMART, Mintel Group Limited, 15 December 2014: http://www.mintel.com/press-centre/technology-press-
centre/tv-market-back-in-growth-for-the-first-time-since-2009-and-more-than-half-of-tvs-sold-are-now-smart 

40  The average selling price of a Bluetooth speaker has declined from £92 to £68 between May 2013 to May 2014. 
See PERSONAL AUDIO BECOMES WIRELESS, GfK, 18 June 2014: https://www.gfk.com/uk/news-and-events/
press-room/press-releases/pages/personal-audio-becomes-wireless.aspx 

41  Wireless speakers appear to have usurped docking stations, which accounted for 79 per cent of the UK audio 
market by value, but whose share had fallen to 11 per cent by February 2015. For more information, see GfK 
on the state of the audio sector, PCR, 10 May 2015: http://www.pcr-online.biz/news/read/audio-market-sees-
growth-and-drops-gfk/036147 

42  Many homes’ occupation patterns are routine and predictable: the home of a family with school age children 
is likely to be empty at similar times every day, week in, week out. The settings on a standard thermostat could 
simply reflect the regular timetable of entry and exit. If a smart thermostat enables a typical household to trim 
its energy consumption only marginally, it may take years before the cost of the new device and its installation 
is paid off. In some areas or at some times of the year it may simply be impractical to turn the heating off. Older 
houses may suffer from humidity, and heating may be required to keep the house sufficiently dry. In the winter, 
heating an unoccupied house may reduce the chances of pipes freezing

43  For more information, see Philips Hue Personal Wireless Lighting Starter Kit, Amazon, as accessed on 20 August 
2015: http://www.amazon.co.uk/Philips-Personal-Wireless-Lighting-Starter/dp/B00ID6US3M/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF
8&qid=1438079336&sr=8-1&keywords=philips+hue 

44  Global demand is similarly weak with less than one million smart appliances sold globally in 2014. See Growth 
in Smart Connected Home Appliance Market Expected to Accelerate from 2015 Onward, IHS Says, IHS, 15 
July 2015: http://press.ihs.com/press-release/technology/growth-smart-connected-home-appliance-market-
expected-accelerate-2015-onwar 

45  Energy efficiency of White Goods in Europe: monitoring the market with sales data, Figure 28, Topten 
International Group, 3 June 2015: http://www.topten.eu/uploads/File/WhiteGoods_in_Europe_June15.pdf 

46  For information on the smart kettle, see http://smarter.am/. For information on the connected coffee machine, 
see http://www.firebox.com/product/6991/Smarter-Coffee 

47  TCL Split Air Conditioning DN Full 5D Inverter TM Wifi + TcloudTM, Amazon, as accessed on 20 August 2015: 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/TCL-Split-Conditioning-Inverter-TcloudTM/dp/B00VVS13AG/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid
=1438235337&sr=8-1&keywords=wi-fi+fridge 

48  Hoover is planning to launch their Wizard product range “early this summer”. At the time the report was 
written, this range was still unavailable. For updates, see http://www.hoover.co.uk/wizard/; For examples of 
existing smart white goods, see http://www.samsung.com/uk/consumer/home-appliances/laundry/washing-
machine/WF12F9E6P4W/EU. LG Smart ThinQ product range is currently not available in UK.

49  For more information, see Invasion of the body hackers, Financial Times: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/3ccb11a0-
923b-11e0-9e00-00144feab49a.html (subscription required)

50  Six per cent of survey respondents aged group 18-24 have a fitness bands. Only two per cent of respondents 
aged 55 and above have access to fitness bands.
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51  According to Canalys, 15 million basic bands which are wearables not capable of running third party 
applications will ship in 2015. See Wearable band shipments set to exceed 43.2 million units in 2015, Canalys, 
10 September 2014: http://www.canalys.com/newsroom/wearable-band-shipments-set-exceed-432-million-
units-2015 

52  iPhone, Apple Watch, Apple Pay are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
Mobile Consumer 2015: UK cut, Game of phones is an independent publication and has not been authorized, 
sponsored, or otherwise approved by Apple Inc..

53  For examples on connecting a car using a smartphone, see CarPlay, Apple, as accessed on 20 August 2015: 
http://www.apple.com/uk/ios/carplay/. See also Android Auto, Google, as accessed on 20 August 2015: https://
www.android.com/auto/ 

54  For more information, see AT&T Reports Double-Digit Adjusted EPS and Free Cash Flow Growth, and 2.1 Million 
Wireless Net Adds in Second-Quarter Results, AT&T, 23 July 2015: http://about.att.com/story/att_second_
quarter_earnings_2015.html 

55  As sensors shrink, watch as ‘wearables’ disappear, Reuters, 30 April 2015: http://www.reuters.com/
article/2015/04/30/us-tech-wearables-idUSKBN0NK2KV20150430 

56  A recent breach of a Tesla car, by which the car could be remotely shut down when travelling at very low speed, 
was fixed via an over-the-air update. This model of car has connectivity built-in. See Hackers take control of 
a Tesla Model S and turn it off at low speed, Financial Times, 6 August 2015: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/
d0d1932a-3b05-11e5-8613-07d16aad2152.html?siteedition=uk (subscription required)

57  The internet of food: why your steak might have come from a connected cow, The Guardian, 5 August 2015: 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/05/internet-of-things-connected-cows-agriculture-food-
production 

58  The question asked was: “Internet connected devices can generate information such as usage habits. This 
information can be shared with companies like your service provider or device manufacturer, with your 
permission, to improve their services. To what extent, if at all, are you willing to share the usage information 
generated by a device that you own?”. The base for the question was respondents who use or are interested 
in purchasing these devices (2,364 respondents). The results for the question were as follows: 34 per cent 
said they are not willing to share usage information at all, 50 per cent said they are willing to share with some 
companies (38 per cent) or any company (12 per cent) as long as they know what information is being shared, 
and six per cent said they are willing to share any usage information with any company.

59  World’s oldest portrait reveals the ice-age mind, New Scientist, 25 January 2013: https://www.newscientist.
com/blogs/shortsharpscience/2013/01/worlds-oldest-portrait.html 

60  World’s oldest art found in Indonesian cave, Nature, 8 October 2014: http://www.nature.com/news/world-s-
oldest-art-found-in-indonesian-cave-1.16100 

61  The First Portrait Photograph Ever Made, PetaPixel, 19 July 2011: http://petapixel.com/2011/07/19/the-first-self-
portrait-photo-ever-made/ 

62  We have cited the frame rate available on a range of premium smartphones. The highest frame rate on a 
smartphone is 2,100 frames per second. For more information, see Sharp’s new smartphones play slow-motion 
video at 2,100 frames per second, PC World, 25 May 2015: http://www.pcworld.com/article/2926292/sharp-
phone-cameras-play-slowmotion-video-at-2100-fps.html 

63  Based on a range of prices for 32 GB memory cards sold via www.amazon.co.uk on 8 August 2015 
64  There are many discussions on the merit of each type of camera, and there will never likely be a definitive 

answer on which is superior. Skill trumps equipment, but equipment mitigates mediocrity. For an example of the 
discussion of the merits of different types of digital camera, see Shootout: How does a high-end smartphone 
camera compare to a $3,400 DSLR?, ARS Technica, 9 October 2014: http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2014/10/
smartphone-camera-vs-dslr/ 

65  For an explanation of how HDR works (the principal is the same for all types of digital camera), see HDR as easy 
as 1, 2, 3: A beginner’s guide to High Dynamic Range photography, Digital Trends, 19 September 2013: http://
www.digitaltrends.com/photography/what-is-hdr-beginners-guide-to-high-dynamic-range-photography/ 
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66  For examples of hot dog legs, see #hotdoglegs, Instagram, as accessed on 12 August 2015: https://instagram.
com/explore/tags/hotdoglegs/ 

67  For an analysis of selfies, see Introduction page, Selfiecity, as accessed on 12 August 2015: http://selfiecity.
net/#intro 

68  The first photo booth was installed in New York in 1925, and charged 25 cents for eight photos (equivalent 
to about $5, or about £3, in today’s money), and took ten minutes to deliver. See Photo Booth, Wikipedia, as 
accessed on 12 August 2015: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photo_booth 

69  Ibid. 
70  The Psychology of Selfies: Why We Love Taking and Viewing Face Photos, Buffer, 17 June 2015: https://blog.

bufferapp.com/psychology-of-selfies 
71  For more information, see The UK is now a smartphone society, Ofcom, 6 August 2015: http://media.ofcom.org.

uk/news/2015/cmr-uk-2015/ 
72  This is currently possible via attachments to the smartphone. For example, see: http://store.bubblepix.com/ 
73  Deloitte estimates that as of July 2015, approximately 250,000 card readers were contactless enabled, 

representing approximately 20 per cent of the overall base of readers. We expect this to increase steadily over 
the coming months. For contactless enabled readers, see Contactless statistics, The UK Cards Association 
Limited, December 2014: http://www.theukcardsassociation.org.uk/contactless_contactless_statistics/; For 
overall number of readers in use, see What’s the POS Penetration in US, Canada, UK; and Mobile & Contactless 
POS?, Let’s Talk Payments, 7 November 2013: http://letstalkpayments.com/pos-penetration-us-canada-uk-focus-
mobile-contactless-pos/

74  Visa, Nokia and MeritaNordbanken Group to Pilot Mobile Payment, Nokia, 24 May 1999: http://company.nokia.
com/en/news/press-releases/1999/05/24/visa-nokia-and-meritanordbanken-group-to-pilot-mobile-payment 

75  iPhone, Apple Watch, Apple Pay are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
76  For a discussion on the security strengths of different payment systems, see Apple Pay: An in-depth look at 

what’s behind the secure payment system, Engadget, 2 October 2014: http://www.engadget.com/2014/10/02/
apple-pay-an-in-depth-look-at-whats-behind-the-secure-payment/ 

77  As of 10 August 2015, the contactless payment limit was £20. The limit is expected to increase to £30 in 
September 2015. See Contactless card payment limit set to rise, The Guardian, 12 February 2015: http://www.
theguardian.com/money/2015/feb/12/contactless-card-payment-limit-rise

78  For more information, see Mobile Money for the Unbanked, GSMA, 16 January 2014: http://www.gsma.com/
mobilefordevelopment/the-use-of-barcodes-in-mobile-payments-scanning-the-possibilities 

79  Currently some websites, such as Amazon, offer single-click purchases for repeat customers. This ease of 
payment has been extended to any retailer selling via Amazon, but not for any other e-tailer. However, both 
Amazon and Apple now offer the ability to check out using their payment systems, Amazon Payments and 
Apple Pay. With the latter, in-app payments for goods and services can be authorised with a fingerprint. For 
more information, see About Amazon Payments, Amazon.com, as accessed on 11 August 2015: https://www.
amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=537864. Also see, Apple Pay support page, Apple, as 
accessed on 11 August 2015: https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201239. iPhone, Apple Watch, Apple Pay are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

80  The data points in this section refer to smartphone owners as opposed to overall UK respondents. 
81  This refers to respondents who use their smartphones “almost always”, “very often” and “sometimes” while 

using public transport.
82  This refers to respondents who use their smartphones “almost always”, “very often” and “sometimes” while 

shopping.
83   The integration of loyalty schemes and smartphone-based payments has been launched in the US market. 

See Apple Pay Giving Shoppers Even More Ways to Pay, Apple, 8 June 2015: https://www.apple.com/uk/pr/
library/2015/06/08Apple-Pay-Giving-Shoppers-Even-More-Ways-to-Pay.html 

84  For a comprehensive list of handsets with fingerprint readers, see List of All Fingerprint Scanner Enabled 
Smartphones, Webcusp, 5 August 2015: http://webcusp.com/list-of-all-fingerprint-scanner-enabled-
smartphones/ 
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85  Gait recognition on smartphones has been under study for over five years. See Smart Phones that Know Their 
Users by How They Walk, MIT Technology Review, 16 September 2010: http://www.technologyreview.com/
view/420835/smart-phones-that-know-their-users-by-how-they-walk/ 

86  For more information on how WiFi is used to determine location, see Location-based Wi-Fi services can add 
immediate value to Wi-Fi deployments, Network World, 10 October 2010: http://www.networkworld.com/
article/2170751/tech-primers/location-based-wi-fi-services-can-add-immediate-value-to-wi-fi-deployments.html 

87  For trends on total TV viewership, see TRENDS IN TELEVISION VIEWING: 2014, BARB, March 2015: http://
www.barb.co.uk/trendspotting/data/trends-in-tv?_s=4. For trends on share of live TV as percentage of total TV 
viewership, see Catch-up viewing, The On Demand factor, BARB: http://www.barb.co.uk/trendspotting/analysis/
catch-up-viewing?_s=4  

88  The question asked in the survey was: “For which, if any, of the following do you typically use your smartphone 
while out and about?”

89  Ice Bucket Challenge Sets Facebook on Fire, thanks to AutoPlay, Sandvine, 2 September 2014: http://www.
internetphenomena.com/2014/09/ice-bucket-challenge-sets-facebook-on-fire-thanks-to-autoplay/ 

90  Facebook app user? Beware big bills as videos automatically play, MoneySavingExpert.com, 4 September 2014: 
http://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/protect/2014/09/facebook-app-user-beware-big-bills-as-videos-
automatically-play 

91  There have been 2.4 million ice bucket-related videos posted on Facebook, and 28 million people have 
uploaded, commented on or ‘liked’ ice bucket-related posts. See How much has the ice bucket challenge 
achieved?, BBC, 2 September 2014: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-29013707 

92  Ice Bucket Challenge Sets Facebook on Fire, thanks to AutoPlay, Sandvine, 2 September 2014: http://www.
internetphenomena.com/2014/09/ice-bucket-challenge-sets-facebook-on-fire-thanks-to-autoplay/ 

93  TV industry revenue breaks £13bn barrier boosted by advertising growth, The Guardian, 6 August 2015: http://
www.theguardian.com/media/2015/aug/06/tv-industry-revenue-breaks-13bn-barrier-ofcom 

94  UK advertising market grows at fastest pace for four years, Financial Times, 21 April 2015: http://www.ft.com/
cms/s/0/3860e182-e758-11e4-8e3f-00144feab7de.html#axzz3i8KkgihU (subscription required)
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